
 
Cultural Programs Rules & Guidelines 

 

1. With the exception of Fancy Dress, participation is limited to ONE program only.  

2. Maximum of 6 Non-Telugu Indian Language Programs will be allowed in entire event, First  

    Preference will be given to Dance Schools.   

3. Solo performances are limited to classical dance items only. A maximum of two solo classical  

    Items are allowed. Preference will be given to First Time Participants on UGADI stage. In case of   

    More than two entries, TAGG Cultural Committee will decide the criteria.  

4. Singing is only allowed with karaoke - time permitting they will be used as fillers only. A maximum  

    Of two singing items are allowed.  

5. Maximum of two new songs (from movies released in 2017 and 2018) can be registered in one  

     Program, this will allow other choreographers to choose new songs for their program.  

6. Any group performance should have at least 6 members. 

7. Songs cannot be repeated in the entire program. In case of repetition – Committee will accept  

    first person who registered the song and for others Committee will send a note to  

    Choreographer / Coordinator to choose different song. 

8. Excluding skits, each item cannot exceed 5 minutes.  

9. Skits are limited to two for the whole event and each skit cannot exceed more than 10 minutes.  

10. If time permits last two programs in entire event will be allowed up to Max of 10 mins,   

      Committee will decide which programs will be performed as last two finale programs.  

 

Fancy Dress:  

1. Fancy dress competition is for kids of age 5 and below.  

2. Fancy dress costumes cannot be same as those in performance.  

3. Kids participating in fancy dress must register in advance if possible / entries may be accepted at 

the door depending on time, but not guaranteed. Walk in entries must be registered at least 15 

 minutes before the start of the fancy dress event. 

 

 Disclaimer : 

 

  TAGG will do its best to accommodate all entries. If the number of entries is more than     

       manageable, TAGG will use a selection process based on specific criteria such as Interest of  

       Audience and uniqueness of program, TAGG reserves the right to make the final decision.  

         TAGG reserves all rights to refuse any items that are deemed as inappropriate for the program.  

         Choreographer / Coordinator will be informed if there is a duplicate song, and will be requested  

               to change their song. 

         TAGG reserves the right to stop your program if it exceeds 5-6 mins, depending on program  

              length. 

   Choreographer / Coordinator will be informed once their item is selected. 


